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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the adoption of the U.N. Charter in 1945, there has been almost continuous debate regarding the provisions governing the international use of force. On the one hand, the U.N. Charter Chapter on "Principles" prohibits "the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state." On the other hand, the Chapter on "Action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression" affirms "the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs." Arguments have persisted because of the centrality of these provisions to the maintenance of even minimum international order.

Two schools of thought have predominated. They are exemplified by the commentary on the United Nations Charter, edited by International Court of Justice (ICJ) Judge Bruno Simma, by a number of opinions of the ICJ since 1986, and by the 2004 Report of the U.N. Secretary-General's High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change. Despite the extensive literature on this subject since 1945, no consensus exists.

The following Essay surveys anew familiar issues in the international law governing the use of force. It concludes that adherence to the
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requirements of economy of coercion—the principles of necessity and proportionality—holds out the best hope that those using force in self-defense will follow the laws of war while achieving their lawful objectives against those who engage in asymmetrical warfare\(^8\) without regard to such laws.

II. THE DEPARTURE FROM REALISM

The Simma commentary on the U.N. Charter provides a starting point. It sums up the argument as follows:

The UN Charter did not intend to exclude self-defence entirely, but restricted its scope considerably. A comparison of the different wording of the two provisions [Arts. 2(4) and 51] illustrates that, remaining uncertainties apart, 'armed attack' is a much narrower notion than 'threat or use of force'. If Art. 51 is thus read in connection with Art. 2(4), the stunning conclusion is to be reached that any State affected by another State’s unlawful use of force not reaching the threshold of an 'armed attack', is bound, if not exactly to endure the violation, then at least to respond only by means falling short of the use or threat of force, which are thus often totally ineffective. This at first sight unacceptable result is undoubtedly intended by the Charter, since the unilateral use of force is meant to be excluded as far as possible. Until an armed attack occurs, States are expected to renounce forcible self-defence. Because of the pre-eminent position of the SC [Security Council] within the Charter system of collective security, the affected State can in that situation merely call upon the SC to qualify the violations of Art. 2(4) as constituting a breach of the peace and to decide on measures pursuant to Arts. 41 or 42. Only if and when the prohibited use of force rises to an armed attack can the State concerned resort to forcible measures for its defence.\(^9\)

Further, a state may not use force to end another state’s unlawful behavior.\(^10\)

Simma’s perspective resonates in international legal institutions. In the last twenty years, the ICJ, for example, has developed a body of jurisprudence consistent with the Simma view that has drawn severe, reasoned criticism\(^11\)

---
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and led some governments, including the United States, to avoid the Court and other international tribunals wherever possible. Among the difficulties with this body of jurisprudence is the suggestion that there is some legally discernible quantum of force that constitutes an armed attack and some legally principled way to distinguish between armed attacks and attacks, whether armed or not, that do not constitute "armed attacks" within the meaning of Article 51. As a former Legal Adviser to the U.S. State Department put it, defining an armed attack in terms of its gravity

would encourage States to engage in a series of small-scale military attacks, in the hope that they could do so without being subject to defensive responses. Moreover, if States were required to wait until attacks reached a high level of gravity before responding with force, their eventual response would likely be much greater, making it more difficult to prevent disputes from escalating into full-scale military conflicts. 12

The Simma view states that the law requires the defender to absorb a first strike. This proposition is unrealistic and, in the wake of the events leading to World War II—Manchuria, Abyssinia, Rhineland, Spain, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Pearl Harbor—was known to be so in 1945. The interpretation also is at odds with the notion, as Justice Jackson put it, that law is not a "suicide pact." 13 It attempts to fix a definition of permissible self-defense in a changing context 14 and appears to see the defender as more dangerous than the attacker.

Second, the commentary’s analysis of Article 51 is incomplete, ignoring the text and structure of the U.N. Charter. Article 51 uses the term “inherent" 15 to describe the right of self-defense. Earlier writers stressed the importance of this wording as meaning that the right predated the Charter and that the Charter reaffirmed the existing legal contours of that right. 16 Thus, Sir
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Humphrey Waldock argued that the Charter did not further restrict the customary general right of self-protection against a forcible threat to a State’s legal rights. . . . Article 51 also has to be read in the light of the fact that it is part of Chapter VII. It is concerned with defence to grave breaches of the peace which are appropriately referred to as armed attack. It would be a misreading of the whole intention of Article 51 to interpret it by mere implication as forbidding forcible self-defence in resistance to an illegal use of force not constituting an “armed attack.”

Neither was Waldock impressed by assertions that Article 51 circumscribed the customary right of self-defense articulated in connection with the 1837 Caroline case involving British action on American soil against supporters of rebellion in Canada: the government claiming an exception to the general rule against a first strike, even in self-defense, and on another state’s territory must present facts that “show a necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.” Waldock’s reformulation of the Caroline doctrine corresponded to the emerging technological context defined by nuclear weapons and intercontinental ballistic missiles: legitimate self-defence has three main requirements:

1. An actual infringement or threat of infringement of the rights of the defending State;
2. A failure or inability on the part of the other State to use its own legal powers to stop or prevent the infringement; and
3. Acts of self-defence strictly confined to the object of stopping or preventing the infringement and reasonably proportionate to what is required for achieving this object.

Waldock concluded that one should understand that the law of self-defense needs to reinforce the mechanisms of peace, not create advantages as a matter of law for aggressors.

The world lacks a central police power or reliable U.N. Security Council. Accordingly, how does one ensure that those who exercise policing responsibilities, whether or not blessed by the U.N. Security Council, do so responsibly and in support of an international law of minimum world order? The answer propounded by previous generations was the balance of power.
Today, under the hydraulic pressure of nuclear and other indiscriminate and highly lethal weapons, the goal remains an international community governed by a rule of law sensitive to technological realities and encouraging minimum order, and the answer lies in the twin cores of the customary international law governing the use of force, necessity, and proportionality.

III. THE HIGH-LEVEL PANEL

In 2004, the United Nations published the report of the Secretary-General’s High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change: A More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility. U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan had called for the study in his first comprehensive comment on the 2003 U.S.-U.K. invasion of Iraq.

Where we disagree, it seems, is on how to respond to these threats [e.g., terrorism and weapons of mass destruction]. . . . Article 51 of the Charter prescribes that all States, if attacked, retain the inherent right of self-defence. . . . Now, some say this understanding is no longer tenable, since an armed attack with weapons of mass destruction could be launched at any time, without warning, or by a clandestine group. Rather than wait for that to happen, they argue, States have the right and obligation to use force pre-emptively, even on the territory of other States, and even while the weapons systems that might be used to attack them are still being developed. According to this argument, States are not obliged to wait until there is agreement in the Security Council. . . . My concern is that, if it were to be adopted, it would set precedents that resulted [sic] in a proliferation of the unilateral and lawless use of force, with or without justification.

Against this background, the High-level Panel’s Report, adopted by consensus, addressed (among other things) the law governing the use of force that should apply to contemporary threats.
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The Panel unanimously agreed that the older interpretation of self-defense under the U.N. Charter was correct:

[A] threatened State, according to long established international law, can take military action as long as the threatened attack is imminent, no other means would deflect it and the action is proportionate. The problem arises where the threat in question is not imminent but still claimed to be real: for example the acquisition, with allegedly hostile intent, of nuclear weapons-making capability. 28

The Panel concluded that Article 51—the law of self-defense—ought neither to be rewritten nor reinterpreted. It then took up the issue of preemption. 29 It wrote that in the first instance a state should make the case for preventive military action

to the Security Council, which can authorize such action if it chooses to. If it does not so choose, there will be, by definition, time to pursue other strategies, including persuasion, negotiation, deterrence and containment—and to visit again the military option. For those impatient with such a response, the answer must be that, in a world full of perceived potential threats, the risk to the global order and the norm of non-intervention on which it continues to be based is simply too great for the legality of unilateral preventive action, as distinct from collectively endorsed action, to be accepted. Allowing one to so act is to allow all. 30

The Panel reaffirmed a status quo.

The Panel thus affirmed that the law of self-defense incorporated anticipatory self-defense, provided the threat was imminent. 31 It also set forth a procedural response to the challenge posed by the events of September 11, 2001. If a state perceives a threat of the sort made real on September 11, it should go to the Security Council for action before taking measures of self-help. In short, a state in such a situation should exhaust its administrative remedies before taking action. The Report would side with anticipatory military action if a state believed it necessary to intercept an attack.

28. Report of the High-level Panel on Threats, supra note 6, ¶ 188. The quotation of Article 51 of the U.N. Charter in this paragraph omits the significant word “necessary” after “measures.” The situation created by Iran’s nuclear program exemplifies the problem. Israel perceives an Iranian nuclear weapons capability as a per se threat to Israel’s existence because of Iran’s hostility to Israel’s existence and its support of entities such as Hizbollah and Hamas that are committed to the destruction of Israel. There is much talk at this time of Israel undertaking military action against Iran at least to slow down Iran’s progress toward creating a nuclear weapons arsenal. At the same time, the United States has made clear that any nuclear attack on its allies of friends will be met with a maximum U.S. response—a euphemism for the use of nuclear weapons. See Stephen Hadley, Nat’l Sec. Adviser, Remarks to the Center for International Security and Cooperation (Feb. 8, 2008), http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2008/02/20080211-6.html (“As many of you know, the United States has made clear for many years that it reserves the right to respond with overwhelming force to the use of weapons of mass destruction against the United States, our people, our forces and our friends and allies.”).
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Apart from advocating a process, the High-level Panel recognized that, at the end of the day, states would do what they believe is necessary. The Panel endorsed above all the principle of necessity that has been at the heart of the law governing the use of force. It also endorsed a contextual view of necessity—reasonableness given the circumstances, including the procedural circumstances, and the belief about the threat to be addressed. As Messrs. McDougal and Feliciano noted more than forty years ago, this approach is the “most comprehensive and fundamental test of all law, reasonableness in particular context.” What is reasonable and who decides? Enter the multiplicity of commentators, observers, and decisionmakers in the international community.

IV. NECESSITY AND PROPORTIONALITY: THE ANSWER TO THE CONUNDRUM

The principles of necessity and proportionality, informed by reasonableness under the circumstances, offer a solution to the difficulties posed by the present international context and the intellectual knots it offers. They lie at the core of the international law governing the use of force. This idea is hardly original yet seems more obscure than necessary. For example, Israel’s war in 2006 with Hizbollah or invasion of the Gaza Strip in 2008-2009 generated commentary on the question of “proportionality”—were Israel’s actions in both cases proportional? In a similar vein, NATO’s Kosovo campaign, which inflicted casualties without absorbing them, provoked similar questions. One may not like the goal of making one’s
enemy pay a higher human cost of unlawful attack than the defender, but that feeling does not make the action unlawful. Enemy tactics, such as using human shields, may raise the risk of civilian casualties. That fact does not make the lawful use of force in pursuit of lawful goals, including the destruction of military targets, unlawful. Objectivity is hardly attainable in this area. If one accepts the proposition that Hizbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza share a goal of destroying Israel, one may reach one conclusion. If one leaves those policy contexts aside and examines just what determined Israel to use force in Lebanon and in Gaza—the casus belli—one may reach a different conclusion. And, if one regards facilities with military and civilian uses (dual use) as unlawful as military targets one may reach one conclusion about war crimes just as one might reach another depending on one’s outlook.  

The discussion involves an older and a newer view. The newer view (which in fact is a revival of the much older concern with just war) worries about proportionality in the context of whether the military action is just, the perpetrators/victims are innocent, and whether the goals are “good.” The real legal issue, however, is different and less subjective: it has to do with whether or not an action is reasonably necessary to put an end to the delict giving rise to the right to use force in the first place. In this context, the goal is “economy in coercion.” That, together with the distinction between military and nonmilitary targets, encompasses legally permissible military action or other forms of coercion and allows for technological differences among competing forces.

V. CONCLUSION

The structure of international society and international relations has changed little in centuries. Since World War II and the adoption of the U.N. Charter, we have lived, as we did before, in a global system of independent states. Its structure represents worldwide values. In the eighteenth century, Montesquieu wrote that the law, in its most fundamental meaning, embodies
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the nature of things. This insight is worth recalling in the international context because we do not have a world polity with a monopoly of force and the ability to enforce a rule of law on a global basis. The latter task is left to the states that comprise the international system. In times of stress, whether threatened by states or nonstates, they will look to their ability to defend themselves even if all they can do is call for aid. That is a reality the law, to be the law, must respect.
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